
Diggin’ the Data: 
Prospecting 101
Best Practices and Tools in Prospect Research



What people 
think we do...



What is Prospect Research?
 Prospect research is a technique used by nonprofit organizations to learn more about 

potential or existing donors' personal backgrounds, giving histories, wealth indicators, 
and philanthropic motivations to evaluate a prospect's ability to give (capacity) and 
warmth (affinity) toward an organization.



What are the benefits of 
Prospect Research?

















Manual screening: Quickly 
rating a small donor list by 

hand.

Targeted list (i.e. identifying 
potential prospects for specific 

initiative);

Wealth screening: Large group 
of records are provided to an 

outside vendor and data 
returned will quickly segment 

the wealthiest and most 
capable prospects;

DonorSearch and Target 
Analytics;

Peer Screening: Asking an 
engaged donor at your 

organization to rate their peers 
for capacity and engagement;

Engaged alumna will review list 
of classmates;

Data Mining: Sorting 
information using CRM to 

identify patterns;

Lifetime giving; last gift date; 
field of specialization.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skidmore College’s prospect capacity rating system follows industry best practices as established by APRA (Association of Professional Researchers for Advancement), DonorSearch, and the IRS. A Capacity Rating is an estimate of an individual’s or couple’s capacity to donate to all charitable causes over a period of five years. It is not a predictor of what that person will give to Skidmore College.�It does not take into account a prospect’s philanthropic intentions, interests or affiliations specific to Skidmore – it is a pure gift capacity rating.�Using the Total Wealth Estimate model, a prospect’s rough estimate of wealth is determined using wealth indicators (real estate, stock holdings, political contributions, compensation) and a calculated industry-standard algorithm based on the collection and analysis of data sourced in the public domain.�Capacity rating = TWE x industry formula;Studies prove high-earning households ($90k+) spend 5% of total asset base on charitable giving; this is implemented in the overall capacity algorithm�Relationship Managers employ and maintain inclination ratings – where we fit into the donor’s philanthropy.
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• Click-thru reports

• Three Click Rule of Engagement

• Forward reports (who?)

• Combine data and tally

• Assign point values



• Facebook Insights

• Twitter Insights

• LinkedIn

• Instagram



 DonorSearch, Research Point (a Blackbaud 
product) and iWave:

 NOZA: charitable donations

 Federal Election Commission: political contributions

 ZoomInfoPro: biographical information

 Dun & Bradstreet: business ownership

 CoreLogic: real estate information

 Experian: demographic and household information

 Thomas Reuters: income and securities

 Hoovers: business information

 Larkspur: wealth indicators/ income information

 Guidestar: foundation and public charity information

 Lexis/Nexis













 Microsoft Excel – Data Imports

 Google Analytics

 iModules
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